CAFÉ BAR
MENU
Belgian Beer menu
(all bottles are 330ml)
Brugse Zot Blonde (6.0%)
£3.50
This is a golden, well hopped blonde ale with
orange and spice aroma and a rewarding dry
finish
ChimayBlue (9.0%)
£3.80
Dark, spicy and complex - a Trappist Dubbel to
truly savour

When Angela and I set up The Coffee Kitchen, we tried
to create a place that we would like to go to.
Somewhere that served good coffee, had interesting
food and a massively warm welcome.
In setting up the Café-Bar, we’re trying to do the same
again. We love the warmth and friendliness of
continental café-bars - places that you go to to hang
out with friends, to drink excellent beer or wine and to
have a good time. If you just want to sit and have a
coffee, that’s fine. We just want you to enjoy
yourselves in good company.
Couple of points:Take it easy and drink responsibly – Belgian Beer can
be very strong.
If you look 25 or under, we will ask for ID – please don’t
be offended, take it as a compliment 
Enjoy the evening

Andy

Chimay Rouge (7.0%)
Exceptional fruity amber ale.

£3.50

Chimay White (8.0%)
£3.50
Hoppy, triple style beer from the renowned and
impressive Trappist brewery within the
Scourmont Abbey, deep in the south west of
Belgium.
Duvel (8.5%)
£3.80
High carbonation produces a towering foamy
white head which contrasts beautifully with a
sparkling light golden body. Upfront apple and
pear fruit and floral aroma notes precede a clean
and very refreshing central taste structure.
Kwak (8%)
£3.50
Deep amber-orange in colour with a rich white
head. Caramel and dried fruit pierce the aroma,
whilst a sweet malt body with honey and liquorice
notes is followed by a toffee finish.
Leffe Blonde (6.6%)
£3.00
This is an authentic blond abbey beer with a
slight hint of bitterness to it.
St Feullian Brune (7.5%) £3.50
This brown, Abbey ale has a distinctive aroma
and tastes of liquorice and caramel.
Vedett Extra White (4.7%)
£3.50
A refreshing, unfiltered beer made from natural
ingredients, such as wheat, hops, coriander and
dried orange peel
Westmalle Dubbel (7%)
£3.50
Smooth creamy and chocolatey with dry hoppy
finish
Westmalle Trippel (9.5%)
£3.80
The classic golden Trappist Triple ale, Winner
Gold medal 2012. One of Andy’s very favourite
beers.

